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Abstract. The critical issue in sensor networks is the search of balance between
the limited battery supply and the expected longevity of network operations. Sim-
ilar goals exist in providing a certain degree of sensing coverage and maintaining
a desirable number of sensors to communicate under the energy constraint. We
propose a novel sensor network protocol, called Coverage-Aware Sensor Engage-
ment (CASE) for coverage maintenance. Different from others, CASE schedules
active/inactive sensing states of a sensor according to thesensor’s contribution
to the network sensing coverage. The contribution is quantitatively measured by
a metric called coverage merit. By utilizing sensors with large coverage merit,
CASE reduces the number of the active sensors required to maintain the level of
coverage. Simulation results show that CASE considerably improves the energy
efficiency and reduces the computation and communication costs to maintain the
required coverage degree in a dense sensor network.

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks are networks of a large number of small wireless devices,
which collaborate to monitor environments and report sensing data via wireless chan-
nels. Wireless sensor networks have emerged rapidly in a variety of applications. For
instance, thermal sensors are being deployed to monitor temperature in a forest, and to
report the temperature information back to data collectionnodes for further analysis. In
another instance, a large number of seismic sensors are employed to monitor animal ac-
tivities in a wild field. The seismic sensors, when triggeredby the vibrations caused by
animal movements, can record the vibration signals and report them to data collection
nodes. Information about animal activities, like their moving tracks and velocities, can
be acquired through analyzing the collected signals.

Wireless sensors are very limited in their processing, computing and communication
capabilities as well as the storage and power supply. The typical Crossbow MICA mote
MPR300CB [XBOW1] has a low-speed 4MHz processor equipped with only 128KB
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flash, 4KB SRAM and 4KB EEPROM. It has a maximal data rate of 40kbps and a trans-
mission range of about 100 feet, powered by two AA batteries.Therefore, a wireless
sensor network is usually deployed with high density. Densedeployment not only helps
to improve a sensor network’s reliability, but also extendsits longevity. In practice,
large-scale wireless sensor networks are usually deployedrandomly.

Given such a randomly and densely deployed wireless sensor network, it is de-
sirable to have sensors autonomously schedule their duty cycles while satisfying the
degree of sensing coverage required by the application. Theproblem is called coverage
maintenance.

Coverage maintenance problem in sensor networks has drawn intense research at-
tention recently. Tianet al. [TG1] presented a node-scheduling algorithm to turn off
redundant sensors if their sensing areas are already covered by their neighbors. Ran-
domized as well as coordinated sleep algorithms were proposed in [HL1] to main-
tain network coverage using low duty-cycle sensors. The randomized algorithm enables
each sensor to independently sleep under a certain probability. The coordinated sleep
algorithm allows each sensor to enter sleep state if its sensing area is fully contained
by the union set of its neighbors. AK-coverage maintenance algorithm was proposed
in [HT1] so that each location of the sensing area is covered by at leastK sensors.
A sensor decides whether it is redundant only by checking thecoverage state of its
sensing perimeter. In [GWL1], the redundancy of the sensingcoverage of wireless sen-
sor networks is analyzed, and the relation between the number of neighbors and the
coverage redundancy is studied. Abramset al. studied a variant of the NP-hard SET
K-COVER problem in [AGP1], partitioning the sensors intoK covers such that as
many areas are monitored as frequently as possible. Yanet al. proposed an adaptable
energy-efficient sensing coverage protocol, in which each sensor broadcasts a random
time reference point, and decides its duty schedule based onneighbors’ time reference
points [YHS1].

We propose a new coverage maintenance scheme called Coverage-Aware Sensor
Engagement (CASE). CASE is based on a probabilistic sensingmodel, which is more
practical than the disk sensing model assumed by many others. Rather than fixing the
sensing range of a sensor as the disk sensing model, the probabilistic sensing model
defines the sensing ability as the probability to detect an event happening at a location.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to address theK-coverage problem
under the probabilistic sensing model. In fact, the disk sensing model is a special case
of the probabilistic sensing model, and CASE works for the disk sensing model as
well. In CASE, each sensor is initially inactive in sensing,but checks to see whether it
is necessary to turn on its sensing unit according to its contribution (which we called
coverage merit) to meet the required degree of sensing coverage. Before actually turning
on itself, each sensor waits for a back-off period decided byits coverage merit. Sensors
with larger coverage merit have shorter back-off period. Inthis way, sensors turn on
themselves (if necessary) in the decreasing order of their coverage merit. By utilizing
sensors with large coverage merit, CASE can reduce the active sensor density needed
to maintain the required coverage degree.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The differences of our work from
the others are examined in Section 2. Section 3 describes theassumptions of CASE.



Section 4 specifies CASE in more details. Simulation resultsare presented in Section 5
for performance evaluations. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Prior Works

In the scheduling algorithm proposed by [TG1], every sensoris active at the beginning.
A sensor is eligible to turn off if its sensing area is coveredby the union of the sponsored
sectors by its neighbors. A sensor eligible to turn off broadcasts aTURNOFF beacon to
inform neighbors. Every other sensor receiving such a beacon re-evaluates its eligibility
to turn off. If not eligible, the sensor cancels the timer andstays active. [YHS1] pre-
sented an elegant approach to dynamically schedule sensorsin order to guarantee a cer-
tain degree of coverage. Each sensor generates a random reference time and exchanges
the reference time with its neighbors. Each sensor can setupits working schedule by
examining the reference time of its neighbors.

There are several major differences between the proposed algorithm and the algo-
rithms proposed in [TG1] and [YHS1]. First, we differentiate sensors according to
their coverage merit, which decreases the active sensor density to provide the coverage
degree required by the application. Second, while both of the existing schemes assume
the disk sensing model, CASE solves theK-coverage problem under the probabilistic
sensing model. Treating the disk sensing model as a special case of the probabilistic
model, CASE also works for the disk sensing model. Third, unlike [TG1], CASE sets
sensor initial state as inactive. Following the schedulingprocedure, each sensor tries
to turn on to provide the required coverage degree. This feature is favorable for dense
deployment in that the communication and computation overhead is reduced due to less
sensor state changes.

The scheme proposed by [TG1] does not work for the probabilistic sensing model.
In order to compare CASE with the scheme proposed in [TG1], wemodified the el-
igibility rule of [TG1] to accommodate the probabilistic sensing model. We refer the
scheme proposed in [TG1] asthe sponsored sector scheduling scheme or Tian-Sector
and the scheme with the modified eligibility rule asthe grid point scheduling scheme
or Tian-Grid. Section 5.1 explains in details about the differences between Tian-Grid
and Tian-Sector. The validation of the working schedule setup algorithm in [YHS1] is
tightly coupled with the assumption of the disk sensing model, which prevents it from
being ported to the probabilistic sensing model. Therefore, in the simulation evaluation,
we only compare CASE with Tian-Grid and Tian-Sector.

3 Assumptions

We assume that sensors are static, and that each sensor knowsits location as well as
its neighbors’. Such assumptions are conveniently taken byother works [HT1] [TG1]
[YHS1] and are supported by the existing research [ACZ1] [BHE1] [BP1] [PCB1].
The location information can be absolute or relative to neighbors. We also assume that
sensors can synchronize their timers [DH1] [EGE1].

We assume that the sensing ability model of sensors is available before deployment
through calibration process. A sensor detects an event based on its measurement, and



the event is detected if the measurement strength is above a preset threshold. Due to the
signal attenuation and noise, a sensor’s measurement is modeled by a probability den-
sity function (PDF), which varies with the type of signals and the propagation channel.
In CASE, the sensing ability of a sensor is modeled as the probability of a successful
detection of certain events of interests.

Apparently, a sensor’s sensing ability is a function of the distance between the sen-
sor and the event [MKQP1]. We useSj(Pi) to describe sensorj’s sensing ability at
locationPi. A sensor’s sensing range, which is denoted bySR, is defined as the range,
beyond which the sensor’s sensing ability can be neglected.The disk sensing model is
regarded as a special case of the probabilistic sensing model, where a sensor detects an
event within theSR with the probability1 and outside theSR with the probability0.

We assume that sensors have the sameSR, and that the sensor communication
range is greater than or equal to2 · SR. This is usually true in practice. For example,
ultra-sonic sensors have a sensing range of approximately 0.2-6m [ROB1] while the
transmission range of MICA motes is about 30 meters [XBOW1].In the cases that the
communication range is less than2 · SR, our algorithms can work through multi-hop
transmissions.

4 Coverage-Aware Sensor Engagement (CASE)

4.1 K-Coverage

The objective of CASE is to guaranteeK-Coverage with the least number of active
sensors. Under the disk sensing model, locationPi is K-covered if the location is mon-
itored by at leastK sensors. Under the probabilistic sensing model, however, we need
to modify the definition ofK-Coverage. We say a locationPi is K-covered if theex-
pectation of the number of sensors that monitor an event at the locationis at leastK, or
essentially the weighted sum of active sensors is no less than K, as shown in Eq. (1).

∑

j

Sj(Pi) ≥ K (1)

whereSj(Pi) is the probability of sensorj to detect an event at locationPi. Note that
coverage degreeK can be a real number under the probabilistic sensing model. For
example, an application may require the target area to be1.5-covered, which means the
expected number of sensors that detect an event at any location in the area needs to be
at least1.5.

4.2 Coverage Merit

Apparently, when a locationPi is already covered by a group of sensorsA, the addi-
tional coverage needed to fulfill theK-coverage requirement is

C(Pi) = K −
∑

m∈A

Sm(Pi). (2)

If C(Pi) is greater than 0, more sensors are required to provide additional coverage.



In order to see sensorj’s coverage merit at locationPi, we compare sensorj’s
probability of detecting an event at locationPi with C(Pi), the minimum of which is
defined as sensorj’s coverage merit at the location. That is, sensorj’s coverage merit
at locationPi is:

CMj(Pi) =

{

min(C(Pi), Sj(Pi)), C(Pi) > 0
0, C(Pi) ≤ 0

(3)

Note that whenC(Pi) is less than or equal to0, Pi is alreadyK-covered, therefore
the sensorj’s coverage merit at this location is0. It is easy to see thatCMj(Pi) is a
continuous function over the sensing area of sensorj, and is dependent on the active
states of its neighbors.

In order to evaluate sensorj’s coverage contribution to the sensor network as a
whole, the summation ofCMj(Pi) over sensorj’s sensing area is computed as:

CMj =

∫ ∫

CMj(Pi)dxdy

Since the existence of a sensor only affects the area coveredby the sensor, its cover-
age merit can be calculated by only considering the area within its SR. For computation
convenience, the above equation is converted into polar coordinates:

CMj =

∫

2π

0

∫ SR

0

CMj(Pi)rdθdr (4)

4.3 Coverage-Aware Sensor Engagement

To provideK-coverage with the minimum number of sensors, CASE applies agreedy
strategy by gradually activating sensors in decreasing order of their coverage merit. In
contrast, previous schemes schedule sensors regardless oftheir contribution to meet the
required degree of network coverage (e.g., in [TG1], redundant sensors have the same
chance to power off based on a random back-off timer). More specifically, CASE runs
in two phases as follows:

1. Wakeup phase: the first phase when sensors start in inactive sensing state, and grad-
ually enter the active state according to their coverage merits.

2. Optimization phase: the second phase when sensors optimize the coverage by turn-
ing off redundant sensors to meet coverage requirements.

In the wakeup phase, each sensor is inactive in sensing, and computes an initial cov-
erage merit. Note that the inactive/active states are logical states in CASE,i.e., sensors
are actually active to execute the CASE algorithm. Because no neighbor is active, the
initial coverage merit of a sensor is maximum, and given by Eq. (5).

CMmax =

∫

2π

0

∫ SR

0

min(K, Sj(Pi))rdθdr (5)

Afterward, each sensor sets a back-off timerT to announce its active state. The
back-off timerT is determined according to its coverage merit using Eq. (6).



T = ξ · (CMmax − CMj) + ǫ (6)

whereξ is a configurable system parameter, andǫ is a small positive random number.
ξ determines the convergence latency of the wakeup phase in CASE. Small value ofξ
means fast convergence but may increase the chance of collisions among neighboring
sensors. The choice of an appropriate value forξ is out of the scope of this paper, and
will be part of our future work.ǫ is used to prevent the potential collision between two
neighboring sensors with the same coverage merit.

According to Eq. (6), sensors with larger coverage merit have shorter back-off pe-
riod. When a sensor times out, the sensor changes to active state, and broadcasts a
TURNONmessage to its neighbors within its transmission range, which is approximated
by 2 · SR. When a sensor receives aTURNON message before the timer expires, it
recalculates its coverage merit, and adjusts its back-off timer accordingly.

According to Eq. (2), (3) and (4), the sensor’s coverage merit is reduced when a new
neighbor is turned into active state, thus the back-off timer is always delayed. Once all
the locations within the sensing range of a sensor areK-covered, the sensor’s coverage
merit becomes0. The sensor cancels its back-off timer and stays inactive.

The wakeup phase ends atξ ·CMmax. After the wakeup phase, there may be redun-
dant active sensors. This is because that the coverage of thesensors turning on later may
overlap with the sensing area of the active sensors. In the optimization phase, we use
a similar random back-off algorithm as [TG1] to turn off redundant sensors. Accord-
ingly, each redundant sensor sets a random timer, and re-checks its eligibility to turn off
when receivedTURNOFF messages from other sensors. If the sensor realizes that it is
not eligible to turn off, it cancels its timer and stays active. Otherwise, it broadcasts a
TURNOFF message and turns off upon timeout.

In order to simplify the computation, we cover the target area by a virtual square
grid (Fig. 1) and sensors only consider the grid points within theSR when calculating
coverage merit (this technique is also used by Yanet. al [YHS1]). The coverage merit
is approximated by the summation of the coverage merit on thegrid points within the
SR, i.e., Pi in Eq. (4) is a grid point.

SR

X

Fig. 1. Grid Point X in the Target Area



5 Simulation Evaluations

5.1 Experiment Setup

We carried out experiments under two sensing models — the probabilistic sensing
model and the disk sensing model, both over a square deployment area of100×100m2.

In Eq. (6), parameters are chosen asξ = 0.1 andǫ = 0.01. If not otherwise spec-
ified, the deployment density is set to 0.08 sensors/m2, and the network is designed to
provide the coverage degree of 1.0.

The probabilistic sensing models depend on the sensor capabilities and environ-
ments. Although CASE shall work with any realistic sensing model, for simplicity, we
assume a virtual probabilistic sensing model for the sensors, two examples of which are
shown below,

Sj(Pi) = f(Dij) =
1

1 + αDij + βD2

ij + · · · + γDk
ij

Sj(Pi) = f(Dij) =
1

χDij

whereDij is the distance between sensorj and locationPi; α, β, γ andχ (χ > 1) are
system parameters reflecting the physical characteristicsof sensorj and deployment
environments.

Specifically, we assume the following virtual probabilistic sensing model in the
simulations:

f(Dij) =
1

(1 + αDij)β
(7)

whereα is set to0.1 andβ is set to3 or 4. Assuming that detection probability lower
than4% is negligible, twoSRs, i.e.,15 and20 meters, are simulated. For the disk sens-
ing model, theSR is set to15 meters.

As we explained in Section 2, under the probabilistic model,CASE is compared
with the modified Tian-Sector based on virtual grids, which we call Tian-Grid. Like
CASE, Tian-Grid checks the expected number of monitoring sensors at each grid point
within its sensing range. A sensor is eligible to turn off if the expected number of mon-
itoring sensors of each grid point within its sensing range is at leastK. Also, different
from Tian-Sector, which only examines the sectors sponsored by neighbors withinSR,
Tian-Grid considers all the neighbors within2 ·SR. In the disk sensing model, we com-
pare CASE with both Tian-Grid and Tian-Sector because Tian-Grid natively works for
the disk sensing model.

5.2 Result Analysis

The simulation results show the performance of CASE in termsof active sensor density,
communication overhead and computation overhead. The communication overhead is
computed as the number of beacons sent and received for theTURNON messages in
the wakeup phase and theTURNOFF messages in the optimization phase in CASE. Be-
cause the eligibility checking is the most costly computation operation, the computation
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Fig. 2. Various Deployment Densities

overhead is calculated as the times of checking the eligibility of a sensor to be in active
state, which is determined by coverage merit.

We analyze the results in the probabilistic sensing model and the disk sensing
model, separately.

Probabilistic sensing model In section 4.3, we have proposed to compute the coverage
merit based on virtual grids. For comparison purposes, we simulate the modified Tian-
Sector protocol, which we refer asTian-Grid in the figures, and collect corresponding
statistics.

The results under various deployment densities are shown inFig. 2. Results for
different required coverage degrees are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2(a) indicates that both CASE and Tian-Grid provide stable active sensor den-
sity. However, CASE results lower active sensor density than Tian-Grid under different
deployment densities because CASE activates sensors with large coverage merit, there-
fore allowing less active sensors in order to provide the same degree of coverage. For
instance, when the sensor network has the deployment density of 0.05 sensors/m2 and
sensors have theSR of 20meters, CASE provides 1.0-coverage with the active sensor
density of only 0.0137 sensors/m2, whereas Tian-Grid requires 0.0175 sensors/m2.
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Fig. 2(b) shows that CASE uses less beacons than Tian-Grid. This is due to the
fact that sensors are gradually switched on from inactive state to active state in CASE,
whereas Tian-Grid has all sensors initially in active stateand turn off redundant sensors,
which translates into different amount of beacons transmitted in order to inform state
changes. If the network deployment is dense enough, the number of redundant sensors is
much larger than the number of active sensors needed to provide the required coverage
degree. Thus CASE involves less state changes than Tian-Grid.

Furthermore, we observe that the number of transmitted beacons in CASE changes
little along with the increase of deployment density. In contrast, Tian-Grid suffers when
the deployment density increases in Fig. 2(b). This is because the active sensor density
is almost stable along with the deployment densities in CASE, whereas in Tian-Grid,
most beacons are theTURNOFFmessages sent by redundant sensors. When the deploy-
ment density increases, more redundant sensors need to turnoff with more beacons.

Similar to Fig. 2(b), Fig. 2(c) shows that CASE has less received beacons than
Tian-Grid, and that the number of beacons received in both schemes increases with the
deployment density because of the broadcast nature of the wireless channel. However,
the increasing rate of received beacons in CASE is less than that in Tian-Grid because
the increase of the received beacons in CASE is mainly causedby the increase of sen-
sor density. In Tian-Grid, however, the increase is caused by the increase of both the
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Fig. 4. Coverage Distribution;α = 0.1, β = 3, SR = 20

number of the transmitted beacons and sensor density. Because the eligibility checking
computations are often triggered by the received beacons, we have similar observation
for computation overhead as shown in Fig. 2(d).

In Fig. 3, we show the results based on various coverage degrees requirements.
Again, CASE performs better than Tian-Grid under various coverage degree require-
ments. However, the difference between the two protocols inFig. 3(b), 3(c) and 3(d)
diminishes with the increase of the required coverage degree. This is because the higher
the coverage degree, the more sensors are needed active. Because the sensors initially
assume inactive in CASE, higher coverage degree means more sensors need to turn on.
While in Tian-Grid where sensors are initially active, higher coverage degree means
less sensors need to turn off.

To further investigate the performance improvement of CASE, we show a nor-
malized histogram of the number of grid points under different coverage degrees in
Fig. 4(a). As we can see, majority of the grid points are covered by a degree from 1.0
to 2.0 in CASE, while the grid-point coverage under Tian-Grid varies from 1.0 to 3.0.
From a different observation angle, we plotted the coveragedegree of different points
in the sensor network as shown in Fig. 4(b), which indicates that CASE provides more
even coverage than Tian-Grid does.

Disk sensing model We compare CASE with Tian-Grid and Tian-Sector under the disk
sensing model in Fig. 5. In [YZLZ1], a theoretical lower bound on the active sensor
density to achieve1-coverage is provided as2/

√
27SR2, and is again calculated here in

Fig. 5(a) as a baseline for the comparison purposes. Note that although we only present
the results of1-coverage, similar results are observed for otherK values (e.g., K = 2).

Fig. 5(a) shows that Tian-Grid achieves the same required coverage degree with less
than half of the active sensor density required by Tian-Sector. This is because that Tian-
Sector is conservative about the sensor redundancy by only considering the neighbors
within SR, and ignoring the coverage provided by sensors in range fromSR to 2 ·
SR. Thus Tian-Sector results in relative high density of active sensors. Again, CASE
performs better than Tian-Grid by reducing20% of the active sensor density.
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(b) Transmitted Beacons
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(c) Received Beacons
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(d) Computation Overhead

Fig. 5. Disk Sensing Model

A larger discrepancy between CASE and the other two protocols are shown in terms
of the communication and computation overheads in Fig. 5(b), 5(c) and 5(d).

6 Conclusions

We have proposed a novel coverage maintenance scheme calledCoverage-Aware Sen-
sor Engagement (CASE). CASE conserves energy while providing the required cov-
erage degree by allowing sensors to autonomously decide their active/inactive states.
Unlike prior works, CASE considers local coverage information of sensors,i.e. cover-
age merit, when scheduling sensors’ active/inactive states. Simulation results show that
CASE provides the required coverage degree for a dense sensor network with lower
active sensor density and less communication and computation costs than existing so-
lutions. Furthermore, CASE is highly scalable to sensor network deployment density
due to the low increasing rate of communication and computation costs relative to the
increase of deployment density.
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